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RESUMEN

En este artículo se pretende rescatar del olvido una de las más importantes fábricas de cristal 
alemanas del siglo XVIII y principios del XIX: la casi desconocida Chursächsische Spiegelfabrik 
o Fábrica de Espejos del Electorado de Sajonia, fundada por el Elector en Friedrichsthal, al 
norte de Dresde, en 1709. Mediante nuevos resultados de investigación se traza la historia 
de la fábrica y se analizan los factores que dieron lugar a su apogeo a partir de 1787, cuando, 
además de espejos, empezó a producir objetos de cristal transparente y de colores para 
la mesa y de decoración, como fruteros, candelabros, jarrones, etc., así como lámparas y 
arañas. La introducción del Beinglas, o cristal blanco semi-opaco, en 1794 consagró el éxito 
internacional de la Spiegelfabrik, hasta que la producción cesó en 1815.

PALABRAS CLAVE: vidrio; fábrica de espejos; Beinglas; Chursächsische Spiegelfabrik; 
Sajonia; revistas de moda.

La Chursächsische Spiegelfabrik en Friedrichsthal en el Electorado de Sajonia: 
Redescubrimiento de una fábrica de vidrio y sus productos

ABSTRACT

This article aims to rescue from oblivion one of the most important German glass factories 
of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries: the Chursächsische Spiegelfabrik or Mirror 
Factory of the Electorate of Saxony, founded by the Elector at Friedrichsthal, north of Dresden, 
in 1709. Using new research results it traces the history of the factory and analyses the factors 
that led to its heyday from 1787, when, as well as mirrors, it started producing plain and 
coloured glass objects for the table and interior decoration, such as fruit bowls, candelabra, 
jugs, and so on, as well as lamps and chandeliers. Its international success culminated with 
the introduction of semi-opaque white bone glass in 1794, until production ceased in 1815.
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INTRODUCTION

 On 27 November 2018, an egg-shaped nine-light chandelie r w as offered for auction 
at Sotheby’s in Paris. Its origin and history were unknown. The lot description merely 
stated that it was probably Northern European from around 1800. At that time, a chan-
delier of such an unusual shape was unknown to researchers and to the art trade, and 
it remained unsold.1

A few months later, its origin was revealed beyond doubt when I happened to come 
across the March 1800 issue of Journal des Luxus und der Moden, the first periodical 
of its kind in the German-speaking world, published monthly in Weimar from 1786 to 
1827 [fig. 1]. It features a coloured plate depicting the exact design of the Sotheby’s 
piece and notes that this “egg-shaped chandelier of the newest taste” was made by the 
Chursächsische Spiegelfabrik (Mirror Factory of the Electorate of Saxony) in Friedrichs-
thal, about sixty kilometres north of Dresden, founded in 1709 by the Elector of Saxony, 
Augustus the Strong (1670–1733).2
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Figure 1
Above: 

Egg-shaped chandelier from the Chursächsische 

Spiegelfabrik, Dresden, around 1800.
Photo: Frank C. Möller Fine Arts/Michael Holz 

Left:

Matching design in Journal des Luxus und der Moden, 

March 1800, plate 8.
© Klassik Stiftung Weimar. All rights reserved 
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As its name suggests, the original purpose of the Spiegelfabrik was the production 
of plate glass for mirrors and windows to supply the Saxon palaces and serve the local 
market. As such it enjoyed mixed fortunes for most of the eighteenth century. However, 
it flourished around 1800 with a diversified product range, concentrating on outstanding 
bronze-mounted glass objects such as candelabra, vases and chandeliers, which it sold 
very successfully, not only in Saxony and neighbouring Thuringia and Prussia, but also 
to distant countries such as Denmark, Russia, Sweden, France and even Spain.

The ultimate success of the Spiegelfabrik certainly owed much to the Journal itself, 
which promoted its products extensively, featuring and illustrating no fewer than 
twenty from 1788 to 1800. This gives us a substantial repertoire of visual evidence 
which provides a richly detailed view of an important and previously unrecognized 
manufacturer. It also raises the possibility of identifying other objects that are preserved 
in collections or have appeared on the art market as “possibly Russian” or of other 
uncertain origin, as having been produced at the Spiegelfabrik.

The extraordinary egg-shaped chandelier has now returned to Saxony, where it is 
currently on display in the Kunstgewerbemuseum (Decorative Arts Museum) of the 
Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden (SKD), in the Imperial Rooms at Schloss Pillnitz.3

Remarkably, the research community seems to be largely unaware of this factory.4 
The purpose of this study is therefore to fill a gap in our knowledge of eighteenth-cen-
tury Northern European glass by retracing the history of the Chursächsische Spiegelfa-
brik, using archival material, historical sources and older studies, with an overview of 
the high-quality objects it produced in the period around 1800.5

EARLY GLASSWORKS IN SAXONY AND THE FOUNDATION OF THE SPIEGELFABRIK

The origin of the Spiegelfabrik lies in Augustus the Strong’s desire to establish his own 
production facilities for decorative arts and luxury goods in Saxony. A crucial role was 
played here by the Saxon scholar Ehrenfried Walther von Tschirnhaus (1651–1708), who 
advised the Elector as of 1696 on the introduction of a mercantilist economic policy, 
following the model developed by Colbert in France, by setting up proto-industrial 
factories for glass and porcelain production.6 Tschirnhaus also experimented with glass 
casting techniques and established grinding and polishing works for precious stones 
and plate glass.7

In 1708, the decision was made to found a factory outside Dresden, the Chursächsische 
Spiegelfabrik, specifically for the production of cast plate glass for mirrors and window 
panes following the techniques developed in France, as well as blown plate glass. A 
plan was presented by the Bohemian glass manufacturer of French origin Sebastian 
Massar,8 and a site was found in a richly forested area near Senftenberg, about sixty 
kilometres north of Dresden. In honour of the Elector, the works and surrounding estate 

were called Friedrichsthal. No less than 3771 thalers was invested by the Churfürstlich-
Sächsische Rentkammer (Rent Chamber of the Electorate of Saxony) and Massar took 
charge of the factory on a leasehold basis.9 Production began in 1709–10, with twenty-
six glass workers, mostly brought from Bohemia by Massar.10 Massar turned out to be 
penniless, a swindler and even a bigamist, and only escaped arrest by fleeing abroad.11

THE CHURSÄCHSISCHE SPIEGELFABRIK UP TO 1780

After this unpromising start, the tenants of the glassworks changed several times, with 
mostly limited success. When the Kurfürstliche Rentkammer took control and appointed 
the glass manufacturer Joseph Compagnon from Liège to manage the factory,12 mirror 
production shot up, although this was only possible thanks to subsidies from the 
Rentkammer. By 1720, the Friedrichsthal glassworks had already proved to be clearly 
unprofitable, especially as the market was flooded with mirrors from Bohemia and 
Brandenburg. Thus, after only eleven years, it was shut down.13

Production resumed in 1725 under the direction of the minister Count von Manteuffel 
(1676–1749). A commission was established to oversee not only the Spiegelfabrik at 
Friedrichsthal, but also the Kurfürstliche Spiegelschleif- und polierfabrik (mirror grinding 
and polishing works), known as the Spiegelschleife, established in 1715 at Plauen on 
the Weißeritz river, near Dresden.14 The buildings were improved, with a new grinding 
facility and kiln. However, the glassworks still operated at a loss and could only be 
kept alive by substantial subsidies, this time from the Porzellankasse (porcelain funds). 
The quality of the mirrors was still inferior to the Bohemian and Prussian products; a 
Hamburg dealer reported that he could not sell the Friedrichsthal goods because they 
were “out of fashion” and had many defects.15 Tellingly, in 1729 the Elector himself 
chose to import “many mirrors from foreign factories” for his Japanese Palace, though 
the Kammer-Kolleg urged him to use mirrors from Friedrichsthal in places where 
their defects would not be obtrusive.16 Dealers from Dresden and nearby Ruhland 
were engaged in 1726 and 1727 to sell the mirrors on commission at fairs, provided 
that they did not compete with the Spiegelfabrik’s official sales point in Dresden, the 
Spiegelniederlage, at Moritzstrasse 766,17  but they broke their contracts and the factory 
lost a large sum. Consequently, the Friedrichsthal glassworks was shut down again in 
the 1730s. The Elector ordered, however, that the buildings be kept in good condition 
and that two or three of the most skilled workers be retained for future use.18

The factory was revived in 1739 to supply mirrors for new palaces constructed in 
and around Dresden following the accession of Augustus III (Elector Frederick Augustus 
II) in 1733. For the Brühl Palace alone, 710 mirrors were ordered, earning the factory 
over 10,000 thalers.19 There were still quality issues, however, and the situation re-
mained difficult. Things improved from 1744, when Johann Friedrich von Thielmann 
(1705–1782), the Oberrechnungsrat (chief accountant of Electoral Saxony), leased the 
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unprofitable glassworks for four years.20 During Thielmann’s tenancy the Spiegelfabrik 
cast the trumeau mirror for the vast and extraordinarily ornate mirror of Apollo and the 
nine muses by the Meissen artist Johann Joachim Kändler, commissioned by Augustus 
III as a present for his daughter, Maria Josepha of Saxony, the Dauphine of France, with 
a matching porcelain console table, and delivered to Versailles by Kändler himself in 
1750.21  Thielmann also supplied the mirrors for the Hubertusburg Palace and the Japa-
nese Palace in Dresden Neustadt. He proved such an able administrator that his lease 
was extended for many years.22

From 1752, all foreign glass was subject to an import duty of 33⅓ percent,23 which 
presumably helped sales of the Dresden mirrors. However, during the Seven Years’ War 
(1756–63), not only did production cease, but all the plate glass stored at the Dresden 
Spiegelniederlage was destroyed during the bombardment of the city. The Spiegelfabrik 
did not recover, so Thielmann withdrew in 1773 and the factory was once again closed.

Not until 1776 was it leased again, to the merchant Gottlob Funke, from Meissen. 
With an advance from the pension fund he began building his own grinding and polishing 
plant in Friedrichsthal,24 to avoid the enormous expense of transporting the raw glass to 
Plauen. However, the cost of these extensive improvements exceeded Funke’s assets, 
and in 1780 he asked to be released from the contract.25

1780–1815: THE GOLDEN AGE OF THE CHURSÄCHSISCHE SPIEGELFABRIK

From 1780, a new tenant, a Dr Heindel, leased the Spiegelfabrik in partnership with the 
merchant Friedrich Ferdinand Gottlob Breuer (1751–1839). Heindel left the company 
in 1783, and the Kurfürstliche Rentkammer once again took over the plant, assigning 
its supervision to two government officials: the Amtshauptmann Carl Victor August 
von Broizen (1741–1812) and the Vize-Landsrentmeister Friedrich David Grahl. Soon 
afterwards, Grahl became sole general manager on behalf of the Rentkammer. Breuer 
remained with the company and played a key role in its success. Through good management 
and considerable government subsidies, the Friedrichsthal glassworks began to flourish 
as never before. It now formed part of the Königliche Spiegelfabrik (royal mirror factory), 
which also included the Spiegelschleife in Plauen and the Spiegelniederlage in Dresden, 
now managed by Breuer, as well as another in Leipzig. 26 At the Dresden Spiegelniederlage, 
there were also workshops for producing frames and other decorations, including 
metalwork. These were praised for the outstanding quality of their work.27

The crucial factor in the development of the Spiegelfabrik from 1787 was the decision 
to manufacture hollow glass objects, for which a new kiln was built at Friedrichsthal, in 
addition to mirror glass. This led to a whole new range of products.

THE LEIPZIG TRADE FAIR, BERTUCH AND THE JOURNAL DES LUXUS UND DER MODEN

Prime opportunities for factories to present their products were trade fairs, such 
as the one at Auerbachs Hof in Leipzig, an international event.28 The Spiegelfabrik 
participated in this fair in the autumn of 1787, and the diversification of its product 
range was already evident. In July, a Leipzig weekly newspaper announced that the 
Dresden mirror factory planned to “attend, for the first time, the forthcoming Leipzig 
Michaelmas Fair, with an assortment of mirrors, console tables, plateaux [for surtouts-
de-table] and various other glassware”.29 In a letter, dated 20 November 1787, to the 
Spiegelfabricken Commission30 in Dresden, Breuer reports on the recent Leipzig Fair:

Our goods met with general approval and were highly praised by connoisseurs. 
Particularly in view of the good taste and fine ornamentation of our frames, our factory 
is certainly superior to all others. [...] However, the fact that this time we were unable 
to arrive earlier [...] was disadvantageous for us and some of the sales we had hoped 
for were lost as a result [...]. Equally disadvantageous for us was our vault, which is quite 
exceptionally small and not at all suitable for our goods […]. Since this vault was only 
rented for the Michaelmas and New Year fairs and we cannot keep one like this for the 
future, I have made every effort to obtain a better and larger one.31

The Spiegelfabrik’s sales list for the 1787 Michaelmas fair shows that in addition to 
orders received to the value of 500–600 reichsthalers, sales amounted to 339 reichs-
thalers in mirrors and 43 in hollow glass objects;32 the latter corresponds to only about 
four items.33 Sales were to increase substantially from then on, raising the question of 
what could have caused the demand.

An important part of the answer is the influential Weimar entrepreneur and 
publisher Friedrich Justin Bertuch (1747–1822), a companion and initially a good friend 
of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749–1832). In January 1786, Bertuch launched a 
monthly fashion journal in Weimar, the first of its kind in the German-speaking world: 
the aforementioned Journal des Luxus und der Moden (just Journal der Moden for the 
first year), which survived for 42 years, until December 1827.34

As he had astutely perceived, the time was ripe for such a publication. A few weeks be-
fore, on 15 November 1785, the first true fashion magazine, Cabinet des modes (renamed 
Magasin des modes nouvelles, françaises et anglaises from November 1786) had appeared 
in Paris. Bertuch’s Journal was the very first to imitate it, closely followed by Il Giornale delle 
dame e delle mode di Francia in Milan in July 1786.35 Like its French model, each issue con-
sisted primarily of reports on the latest European fashions, especially in Paris and London. 
It also included reviews on topics such as theatre, interior design, arts and decorative arts, 
music and garden design, even occasionally politics. At the back of each issue were a few 
coloured copperplate engravings, mostly of fashionable clothing.36 From the very beginning, 
however, Bertuch always presented a special luxury object among the fashion plates in a 
section entitled Ameublement, described, like the clothing, in the accompanying text.
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The key point for our purposes is that Bertuch strongly promoted and warmly praised 
the Spiegelfabrik’s products. He started in February 1788 with a “richly decorated cham-
ber lantern”, advising interested persons to contact the Factor in Dresden, Mr Breuer, 
and publishing the company’s price list.37 Starting with this piece, he presented no fewer 
than twenty of its products over a period of twelve years [fig. 2], culminating in March 
1800 with the egg-shaped chandelier referred to at the beginning of this study. This 
conspicuous preference for a specific manufacturer is unparalleled in Bertuch. Since his 
Journal was already publishing up to 2500 copies and was delivered and read far beyond 
the borders of Thuringia, it introduced the Spiegelfabrik to a whole new clientele.38

How the first contact between the Spiegelfabrik and Bertuch came about has yet 
to be established. A few months after publishing the chamber lantern, he visited the 
Spiegelfabrik’s rented vault at the Leipzig Jubilate Fair, according to a letter dated 17 
May 1788 and signed “FdG” (probably Friedrich David Grahl):

The legate of the Duke of Saxe-Weimar, Bertuch, who is immensely interested in the 
same [warehouses in Leipzig], requests that the designs of the new glass models, 
decorations and other works presented here be sent to him, in order to publish 
them in several announcements in the fashion journal, and together with this, he 
asks to take a quantity of those factory-made goods on commission [...] and that 
the agent be granted a commission of five per cent on the sale [...].39

The factory managers must have granted Bertuch’s request, for one year later, between 
July and December of 1789, he published an ensemble of objects from a surtout-de-
table, presenting one object each month, such as a plateau, candelabra, ice buckets and 
fruit bowls. In September of that year, he additionally presented a mirror, and praised the 
Spiegelfabrik in the highest terms: “[...] We can confidently assert that certainly no other 
German mirror factory produces more beautiful work of this kind, in terms of both glass 
and frames, than the Churfürstliche Spiegel-Fabrick in Dresden”.40 The new product range 
was available not only in plain glass, but especially in blue, red and green [figs. 3 and 4].41 The 
glass was occasionally combined with other materials: in August 1792 the Journal presented 
a “console candelabrum” (Consolen-Leuchter) from the “justly famous Churfürstl. Spiegel-
Fabrik in Dresden” with a “figure of Flora in white Meissen biscuit porcelain”.42

It was almost certainly this extensive, highly flattering and beautifully illustrated 
coverage in a new and prestigious form of dissemination for luxury goods, reaching many 
potential customers, that gave the mirror factory its breakthrough, rather than participation 
in the Leipzig Fair. The Spiegelfabrik’s goods were not only of excellent quality, but also of 
captivating beauty, with forms that even recall precious works such as those produced by 
Matthew Boulton in Birmingham or by the Sèvres porcelain factory in France.

We can confidently assert that certainly
no other German mirror factory

produces more beautiful work of this kind

Figure 2
Twenty illustrations of objects by the Churfürstliche Spiegelfabrik published in the Journal des Luxus und der Moden 

between February 1788 and March 1800.
© Klassik Stiftung Weimar. All rights reserved
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BONE GLASS

A highly successful new development occurred in late 1794, with the introduction 
of a new material: a translucent or semi-opaque white glass known as bone glass 
(Beinglas). The material itself was not new. It had been known since antiquity that 
adding calcified bone ash produced opaque white glass, and it was already being 
made in Italy around 1500. Johann Daniel Crafft (1624–1697) is credited with intro-
ducing bone glass into Northern Europe in 1663,43 and in 1689, Johann Kunckel gave 
Crafft’s recipe (for “porcelain glass”) as 60 pounds of sand, 40 of potash and 10 of 
burnt bones or horn.44

The first evidence of this new material is Bertuch’s description of a “Chamber lantern 
in bone glass” in December 1794:

Luxury and its servant, the fine arts, play with everything and use everything that 
can please us and flatter our refined sensibility. In this way they have even used 
white marble, and particularly the fine Italian alabaster of Volterra and its semi-
transparency, to make hollow, thinly worked vases and vessels of various shapes 
from it, in which a wax candle is hung, in order to illuminate ladies’ chambers and 
boudoirs with a pleasant half-light like soft moonlight. These vases or lamps of Vol-
terra alabaster are already quite generally known as an object of modern luxury, 
and [...] stand at rather high prices, costing from 40 to 80 reichsthalers. Since white 
bone glass, when vessels made of it are sufficiently thick and have been ground 
matt on the outside, has the external appearance of Volterra alabaster and also its 
white semi-transparency, the Churfürstliche Spiegelfabrik in Dresden has made the 
happy attempt to manufacture such chamber lanterns in matt-ground bone glass 
and to decorate them with gilt bronze in a simple and noble taste. Here, in plate 32, 
we provide one such Dresden chamber lantern, whose beautiful form is certainly 
fit to decorate the most tasteful room. Incidentally, it goes without saying that such 
lighting is not suitable for brilliant parlour rooms but only for tastefully decorated 
bedrooms, chambers and intimate boudoirs.45

This remarkable description suggests that Volterra alabaster was the model for 
the factory’s matt white bone glass, which offered the same refined and subdued 
effect, especially suitable for ladies, at a more affordable price. The previous month, 
in 1794, we find a reference in a Leipzig trade journal to a lamp of “Alabatre de Volterra” 
offered for sale by the Leipzig art dealer Carl Christian Heinrich Rost (1742–1798).46 The 
accompanying plate reveals metalwork details, including a circular suspension ring, 
characteristic of Dresden chandeliers, so it is safe to assume that this alabaster lamp 
was assembled at the Spiegelniederlage.

Figure 3
Two ice buckets in blue and red glass from the

Chursächsische Spiegelfabrik (Journal des

Luxus und der Moden, August 1789, plate 23).
© Klassik Stiftung Weimar. All rights reserved

Figure 4
Below, right: 

A pair of candalabra from the Chursächsische

Spiegelfabrik, late eighteenth century.

Private collection, Switzerland.
© Klassik Stiftung Weimar. All rights reserved

Below, left: 

An illustration of the same model from the Spiegelfabrik,

with slight variations in material and colour (Journal des Luxus 

und der Moden, December 1789, plate 35).
© Klassik Stiftung Weimar. All rights reserved
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SCHURICHT, GOETHE AND THE ROMAN HOUSE IN WEIMAR

The August 1796 issue of the Journal presents a second object in bone glass from the Spie-
gelfabrik: a “Newly-invented tripod-candelabrum”. In this case, however, the description 
identifies its designer, the Dresden architect Christian Friedrich Schuricht (1753–1832):

This extremely beautiful furnishing object is the invention of the tasteful Mr. 
Hofcondukteur Schuricht in Dresden and is manufactured at the Churfürstliche 
Spiegelfabrik there. It presents an antique gilt bronze tripod with rams’ heads and 
festoons, in which stands an egg-shaped vase of matt-ground milk glass, in which 
one can hang a light for softer illumination of a boudoir or bedchamber, and thus 
use it as a room lantern. During the day, this vase has a beautifully shaped lid, also 
in milk glass, on the top of which lies a beautifully worked antique bronze rosette, 
with three holes, so that if the lighting of the room is to be strong, one can insert 
three bronze branches and turn it into a three-armed candelabrum. At the bottom, 
the tripod stands firmly on an oval base of grey marble. The whole candelabrum is 
three feet eight inches high to the rosette, and must be placed in a small niche raised 
three feet from the floor, so that the illumination comes above eye level. This object 
was designed to furnish a small antique vestibule decorated with plaster imitating 
marble that has four such niches with similar tripods in its four corners; and it creates 
a splendid effect, as it can be used in two different ways for lighting.47

This underappreciated architect and book illustrator, who trained at the Dresden 
Academy of Arts, must also have met with the approval of Goethe, for in 1794 he had 
engaged Schuricht as successor to the Hamburg architect Johann August Arens (1757–
1806) to complete the interior of the Römisches Haus (Roman House), designed for Duke 
Carl August of Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach (1757–1828), on the river Ilm, on the outskirts of 
Weimar.48 The house, influenced by Doric architecture, was furnished in the years 1796 
to 1797, and a detailed inventory from 1797 provides information about the furniture, 
vases and lamps; these have not been preserved in situ and were deemed lost.

Bertuch’s advertisement for the tripod-candelabrum in August 1796 came at the height 
of the furnishing of Roman House. A glance at the 1797 inventory reveals the following entry 
for the vestibule, which matches Bertuch’s description: “In four small niches there are four 
tripod pieces in white bone glass, with wooden [sic] decorations and marble plates, in the 
form of vases; the feet are of heavily gilt bronze”.49 They were purchased from the Chur-
fürstliche Spiegelfabrik at the Leipzig Jubilate Fair of 1797, for a total of 280 reichsthalers.50 
Thus the architect Schuricht had designed the four tripod-candelabra, which, despite being 
reserved for the Duke of Saxe-Weimar, were presumably exhibited as a highlight of the fair 
until they were collected. Goethe habitually left virtually nothing to chance, and he may have 
given Schuricht precise instructions for their design. The Roman House can certainly be con-
sidered Goethe’s brainchild.51 An identical pair in the Marmorpalais in Potsdam can now be 
confidently attributed to the Spiegelfabrik by virtue of the details of the metalwork [fig. 5]. 
They are very probably the originals from the Roman House.52 A variation of this model with 

painted metal imitating porphyry attributed to Stobwasser also exists [fig. 6]. The inventory 
further mentions a table in the centre of the room with a three-armed candelabrum vase 
of bone glass: a pair closely matching this description, surely by the Dresden Spiegelfabrik, 
is preserved in the Wittumspalais (Dower Palace) in Weimar, the seat of the duke’s highly 
cultured mother, dowager duchess Anna Amalia (1739–1807) [fig. 7].

Figure 5
A bone-glass “tripod candelabrum”, one of a pair, from 

the Chursächsische Spiegelfabrik, late eighteenth century, 

originally part of the vestibule decoration of the Roman House 

outside Weimar. Acquired by the Freunde der Preußischen 

Schlösser und Gärten e.V. for the Marmorpalais, SPSG, 

Potsdam (inv. no. DLnF 97/3.1).
© Freunde der Preußischen Schlösser und Gärten

Figure 7
A bone-glass candelabrum vase from the Chursächsische 

Spiegelfabrik (one of a pair), late eighteenth century, matching 

the inventory description of an example in the vestibule of the 

Roman House. Wittumspalais, Weimar (inv. no. KKg-00358.1).
.© Klassik Stiftung Weimar. All rights reserved

Figura 6
Left: 

A pair of “tripod candelabra” with painted metal decoration 

(tôle peinte) imitating green porphyry attributed to Stobwasser 

and gilt-bronze mounts by the Churfürstliche Spiegelfabrik, late 

eighteenth century. Museum of Lacquer Art, Münster (inv. nos. 

GFL-2010-1a and GFL-2010-1b).

Photo: Frank C. Möller Fine Arts/Michael Holz

Right: 

Detail from the illustration of the same model as a “newly-

invented tripod-candelabrum” from the Spiegelfabrik (Journal 

des Luxus und der Moden, August 1796, plate 24.
© Klassik Stiftung Weimar. All rights reserved
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However, the Roman House also contained other items supplied by the Dresden 
Spiegelfabrik. Going clockwise from the vestibule into the next room, one enters the 
Great Hall, also called the Blue Salon or Audience Room [fig. 8]. Here, as in the vestibule, 
Schuricht had provided an exact drawing of the wall elevations, completed on 7 July 
1794. The inventory contains detailed descriptions of a matching pair of semi-circular 
pier tables with mirrors in this room: “[...] At each of them there is a semi-circular 
chandelier of Bohemian cut glass with similar tassels and drops. Above these is a gilded 
bow-shaped band, on which four gilt bronze nozzles are mounted [...].” Two further 
plates in the Journal present exactly these objects. The pier table was published in 
the September 1796 issue, without indicating its origin;53 the mirrors are presented 
as products of the Spiegelfabrik.54 Furthermore, in the inventory we find a detailed 
description of a chandelier that also hung in the Blue Salon: “[...] a very beautiful 
chandelier of Bohemian cut glass, with various gildings, fixed in the dome, with eight 
candle nozzles for illumination; the lower disc is of blue glass [...].” Bertuch presents 
this chandelier in December 1797 as an example of the kind that the Spiegelfabrik was 
now manufacturing, a “new and exceedingly tasteful form of chandelier”, which had 
won “the acclaim of all connoisseurs”.55 With its eight branches in the form of upward-
curving leaves, each surmounted by a candle nozzle, the chandelier is reminiscent of a 
star or a flower opening, while the large disc of cobalt blue glass inserted in the centre 
lends it an almost mystical aura. An example of the same model is preserved in the 
David Collection, Copenhagen [fig. 9]. These new insights into the original furnishing of 
the Roman House have recently led to the discovery of the chandelier and the remains 
of the mirrors (in the form of the semi-circular bands supporting the nozzles) from the 
Blue Salon in the storerooms of the Klassik Stiftung Weimar. A pair of console tables 
matching the inventory description and Schuricht’s design was also located there.56

< Figure 8
Composite simulation of the original furnishing of the Blue Salon in the Roman 

House, c. 1797, based on a wall elevation by Christian Friedrich Schuricht from 

1794 (Klassik Stiftung Weimar, inv. no. KHz-AK1621). Superimposed on this are 

details from the illustrations of the console table, the mirror and the chandelier 

from the Journal des Luxus und der Moden (respectively September 1796, plate 

27; February 1797, plate 6 and December 1797, plate 36) and photographs of a 

console table and its top in the collection of the Klassik Stiftung Weimar (inv. no. 

Kg-2012/118.1).
© Klassik Stiftung Weimar. All rights reserved

Figure 9
Eight-light chandelier from the Chursächsische 

Spiegelfabrik, late eighteenth century.
The David Collection, Copenhagen (inv. no. L10). 

Photo: Pernille Klemp
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The design of the console tables is very close to that of an earlier pier table from the 
Spiegelfabrik published by Bertuch as early as February 1790, suggesting that Schuricht 
may have been designing objects for the Dresden mirror factory prior to his engagement 
in Weimar.57 They reflect the influence of antiquities from Pompeii and Herculaneum, 
which Schuricht had studied in detail during his travels in Italy in 1786. He also included 
a very similar console table among the designs he submitted for Joseph Friedrich von 
Racknitz’s 1796 publication on different interior styles from around the world.58

Anna Amalia herself may have contributed significantly to Schuricht’s candelabrum 
vases. Like the designs of Matthew Boulton in England and Sèvres in France, they were 
inspired by models from classical antiquity. While in Naples in 1789–90, Anna Amalia, 
in the company of Johann Gottfried Herder (1744–1803), was a frequent guest of the 
director of excavations in the Kingdom of Naples, Domenico Venuti. This group of 
antiquity enthusiasts included Venuti’s nephew Marcello Inghirami-Fei (1766–1841), 
who, in 1791, founded a large workshop in his native Volterra, where antique vases, 
lamps and vessels, also mounted with bronze if desired, were made from the region’s 
extensive alabaster deposits.59 It is therefore possible that the impulse for the production 
of vases and lamps imitating Volterra alabaster at the Sächsische Spiegelfabrik came 
from the circle of Anna Amalia and Herder.

Customers

The company’s success during these years is reflected in a sales list summarizing the 
value of the total sales to over fifty German and international destinations for the period 
1783 to 1802, and separately for 1803.60

Among the first enthusiasts for the new products was certainly the Court at Weimar 
— the sales list mentions orders to the city — and the Weimar Schloss, the seat of 
Carl August of Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach, who incidentally also emerges as one of the 
first subscribers to Bertuch’s Journal in 1792.61 The cities and regions with the largest 
sales figures for 1783–1802, in addition to Weimar, were Anhalt, Berlin, Copenhagen, 
Frankfurt, Mecklenburg, Magdeburg, St Petersburg, Riga, Silesia, Vienna, and especially 
Warsaw. However, by far the highest figure is that of Hamburg. This was presumably 
due not so much to the presence of a large clientele as to the fact that Hamburg, a 
major port and trading city, was conveniently located, like Dresden, on the River Elbe, 
and the products could be transported there by water, with less risk of damage.

It comes as a surprise to find that the Prussians were among the first to appreciate 
the new products offered by the Saxons. An example of the beautiful “chamber lan-
tern”, the first Spiegelfabrik piece advertised by Bertuch in February 1788, hung in King 
Frederick William II’s corner chamber in the Marmorpalais in Potsdam,62 and in the 
yellow chamber there was another bell-shaped example in bone glass with painted 
decoration from Dresden [fig. 10].63 Frederick William’s mistress and later closest con-

fidante, Wilhelmine Encke (1752–1820), Countess von Lichtenau from April 1794, was 
increasingly involved in the furnishings of the royal palaces at this time, and she may 
well have been responsible for the acquisitions from Dresden; she would certainly have 
known Bertuch’s Journal.

From about 1797, the bronze factory of Werner & Mieth, founded in Berlin in 1792 
by the former porcelain modellers Christian Gottlieb Werner and Gottfried Mieth, pro-
duced models strikingly similar to those of Dresden. Before this, however, it was unable 
to supply such lamps for the Pfaueninsel (Peacock Island, 1794–95), Schwedt (1795) 
and Paretz (1796) palaces, owing to the opposition of the guild.64 Some pieces were 
provided, however, by the Dresden factory.

Figure 10
Bone-glass lamp with painted decoration, 

Chursächsische Spiegelfabrik, late 

eighteenth century (lost); here seen in 

its original setting in a historical photo 

from the former Oberhofmarschallamt/

Verwaltung der Staatlichen Schlösser und 

Gärten dating from around 1927–45, 

showing of the Yellow Chamber in 

the Marmorpalais, Potsdam, Stiftung 

Preußische Schlösser und Gärten Berlin-

Brandenburg, around 1927–45.
Photo: SPSG Berlin-Brandenburg
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As soon as the “chamber lantern of bone glass” appeared in Bertuch’s Journal in 
December 1794,65 two of these lamps, one in bone glass [fig. 11] and the other in ala-
baster, were acquired for the chambers located one above the other in the tower of 
the palace on Peacock Island, then under construction; they are still preserved in situ. 
It can now be ascertained on grounds of style as well as the details and quality of the 
bronzework, that the bone-glass example was certainly made in Dresden — probably 
one of the first of its kind to be sold — and the alabaster one, again, points clearly to 
the Spiegelniederlage for its bronze mounts.

The same new type of lamp was used shortly after this in other Prussian palaces. 
In 1795, the Berlin architect Friedrich Gilly (1772–1800) completed several rooms in 
Schwedt Palace (located about 100 km north-east of Berlin, destroyed in 1945). The 
historical inventory includes an “alabaster lamp” in the Rosenlaube, referred to here 
as the “bedroom” [fig. 12]. Then from 1796, David and Friedrich Gilly modernized the 
house at Paretz for the future King Frederick William III (1770–1840) and his wife Louise 
(1776–1810). In the vestibule there was once an enormous bell-shaped bronze-mounted 
bone-glass lamp, undoubtedly a product of the Chursächsische Spiegelfabrik.66

Figure 11
View of the “Tahitian Chamber” in the palace on Peacock Island, Ber-

lin, showing the bone-glass lamp from the Churfürstliche Spiegelfabrik 

that was part of its original decoration (SPSG Berlin-Brandenburg, inv. 

no. VIII 1339).
Photo: SPSG Berlin-Brandenburg/Jörg P. Anders

Left: 

Matching design published as a “Chamber lantern in bone glass”

(Journal des Luxus und der Moden, December 1794, plate 32).
© Klassik Stiftung Weimar. All rights reserved

Figura 12
The Rosenlaube room at Schwedt 

Palace (Oder, destroyed 1945) in 

1943–45, showing an alabaster 

lamp with gilt bronze mounts from 

the Chursächsische Spiegelfabrik, 

late eighteenth century (lost).

© Bildarchiv Foto Marburg/Müller und 

Sohn
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Incidentally, a chandelier very similar to the one in the Great Hall of the Roman House was 
delivered to Charlottenburg Palace in Berlin in the summer of 1797 by the Spiegelfabrik’s 
Berlin rival, Werner & Mieth.67 Furthermore, Louise decorated her bedroom at the 
Potsdam Stadtschloss with a vase lamp by Werner & Mieth after a Spiegelfabrik design 
published in variations in the January 1798 and June 1799 issues of the Journal [fig. 13].68 
A surviving example from the Spiegelfabrik is again distinguished by its characteristic 
bronze mounts [fig. 14]. This highlights the remarkable fact that the Dresden Spiegelfabrik 
seems to have served as a model for Berlin luxury goods production.

Figure 13
Left: 

Vase-shaped bone-glass “cabinet lantern”,

Chursächsische Spiegelfabrik, around 1800. Art trade. 

Right: 

Similar model published in the Journal des Luxus 

und der Moden (June 1799, plate 18).
© Klassik Stiftung Weimar. All rights reserved

Figure 14
Flussglas lamp by Werner & Mieth,

Stiftung Preußische Schlösser und Gärten 
Berlin, around 1800 (lost), 

in Queen Louise of Prussia’s bedroom
in the Potsdam City Palace, c. 1921.

Photo: Brandenburgisches Landesamt 

für Denkmalpflege und Archäologisches 

Landesmuseum, Bildarchiv,

neg. no.: 38 k 10 / 5600.19
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The Spiegelfabrik sold many products to Poland; the highest sales figures for 1783–
1802, after Hamburg, are those for Warsaw. Significant quantities also went to Riga, 
St Petersburg, Vienna and Copenhagen. In the 1790s, a wealthy Danish nobleman and 
governor, Pierre de Bosc de la Calmette, and his wife Elisabeth (Lise) built a château on 
their estate, named Liselund, landscaped in the English manner, on the island of Møn. In 
a lavish room with a wall decoration of palm trees we find a Spiegelfabrik lamp identical 
to the one in the tower room on Peacock Island. A particularly large and splendid twelve-
light chandelier — possibly one of the largest ever made by the Spiegelfabrik — hangs 
today in the David Collection in Copenhagen. It was purchased as Russian around 1920–36 
from Herrenhaus Lehmkuhlen near Plön in Schleswig-Holstein, a region which belonged 
periodically to Denmark during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries [fig. 15].

The Dresden products seem to have penetrated the French market after 1800. The 
Paris sales figures for 1803 are higher than for the whole twenty-year period up to 
1802. Further interesting information about French purchases in 1804 is offered by a 
Munich newspaper, in a review of that year’s Leipzig Michaelmas Fair: 

There was an extraordinary demand at this Fair for mirrors, candelabra and bone-
glass lamps. The Kurfürstliche Spiegelfabrik in Dresden distinguished itself here 
quite superbly by its tasteful forms and beautiful work. [...] For it always has orders 
for months ahead on all sides. [...] It recently succeeded in obtaining orders for 
some chandeliers for Malmaison itself. But actually, the ever-growing and insatiable 
demand for mirrors and glass lamps is proof of the prosperity and disposable wealth 
among the lower classes, in whose homes one now frequently finds the luxury 
furnishing of the genteel.69

The company was evidently operating at full capacity, supreme in its field locally and 
selling abroad in the very highest quarters: Malmaison, west of Paris, was the country 
seat of the French empress Joséphine (1763–1814). As the model of the eight-light 
chandelier in the Roman House at Weimar — which had received the “acclaim of all 
connoisseurs”, according to Bertuch —70 has appeared several times on the French 
art market, we may assume that it was popular in France after 1800. Interestingly, the 
writer also highlights the demand among less aristocratic customers, suggesting that the 
Spiegelfabrik’s products represented a badge of status for the aspirational and newly 
affluent lower classes.

THE END OF THE SPIEGELFABRIK

In 1801, Hofmeister Benjamin Sahr replaced Grahl as general manager.71 In 1803, the 
mirror-glass furnace ceased to be fired, and in 1807 the production of mirror glass 
ended altogether, as Bohemian mirror glass was now freely distributed at the fairs, 
undermining sales of the domestic product. On the other hand, the production of blown 
glass increased considerably.72

Figure 15
Twelve-light chandelier from the Chursächsische Spiegelfabrik, late eighteenth century.

The David Collection, Copenhagen (inv. no. L4).
Photo: Pernille Klemp
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Between 1806 and 1813, large parts of Germany, including Saxony, were under French 
occupation. Presumably, like Werner & Mieth in Berlin, the company sold many of its 
products to France at this time, which may explain why glass chandeliers and objects 
of uncertain origin, which can now be identified as works from the Spiegelfabrik, have 
regularly appeared on the French antiques market. The German campaign against 
Napoleon in 1813 led to the destruction of the Spiegelschleife. The mirror factory never 
recovered. From June 1815, the Friedrichsthal works was assigned to Prussia,73 and the 
company moved to the premises of the Dresden Spiegelniederlage, but it had in fact 
stopped manufacturing glass and now mainly imported it from Bohemia.74 However, 
the bronze mounts, hardly inferior in quality to those produced in Paris or London, were 
probably still manufactured at the Niederlage to embellish the imported glass goods.

Thus, after just over a century, the history of this factory in Saxony came to an end. 
Through a combination of quality, experience, effective management, subsidy when 
needed, and excellent publicity from incipient fashion journalism, thanks to Bertuch, it 
had, for a while, vindicated Augustus the Strong’s exercise in state-sponsored enterprise, 
until war took its toll. We now have a reasonable picture of the products manufactured 
at the Chursächsische Spiegelfabrik between 1788 and 1815, though work remains to be 
done. The earlier production between 1710 and 1787, however, still remains a mystery. 
The veil that has covered the history of this fascinating factory for so long has not yet 
been entirely lifted.75
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